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Introduction

This article is mainly intended to provide an idea of how we can handle the debugging process for the routines we code in the transformations. It explains in steps the process to derive at a generated Program which contains our routine code. From here we can carry out with our normal debugging procedure.

Business Scenario

When we want to know about the errors crept in our routines, we need to debug the code we had written in transformation routines like start and update routines.

Procedure

Go with the Transformations which need to be debugged.

Let’s have a look at the Start and Update Routine in the Transformations.

Start Routine of the Transformation:

```plaintext
*$_$ begin of 2nd part global - insert your code only below this line *
...
*$_$ insert your code here

types: begin of ty_zmdol1,
  UCPREMISE type /BIC/OUIUCPREMISE,
  DIVISION type /BIC/OIDIVISION,
  /BIC/ZABLSPPERR type /BIC/OIZABLSPPERR,
end of ty_zmdol1.

tt_zmdol1 type standard table of ty_zmdol1.

data: it_zmdol1 type ty_zmdol1,
  ma_zmdol1 type ty_zmdol1.

data : ZVAR type /BIC/OIZABLSPPERR

*$_$ end of 2nd part global - insert your code only before this line *
...
*$_$ CLASS routine IMPLEMENTATION

CLASS cl1_transform IMPLEMENTATION.

*$_$ begin of your code only below this line "--
..." insert your code here

if not SOURCE_PACKAGE is initial.
  select UCPREMISE DIVISION /BIC/ZABLSPPERR
  from /BIC/AZMDQASO into table it_zmdol1
  for all entries in SOURCE_PACKAGE where
  ( ( UCPREMISE = SOURCE_PACKAGE-VSTELLE ) and
  ( DIVISION = SOURCE_PACKAGE-SPARTE ) )

  if sy-subrc = 0
  sort tt_zmdol1 by UCPREMISE DIVISION.
  delete adjacent duplicates from tt_zmdol1
  comparing UCPREMISE DIVISION.
endif.

endif.
```

Update Routine:
To debug these routines we need to go to the generated program of the Transformations in two ways:

We can get the Program ID for the Transformation ID (4H8JA4TG3JNQ00VTU3HK01MH7) from table RSTRAN.
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On Appending the ProgID (4H8J7DLN6L952VO2GR8Y4O7IJ) with GP we get the report program for the Transformations.

Go to SE38 and give the Program Name (GP4H8J7DLN6L952VO2GR8Y4O7IJ).
On going with display we will be to the ABAP editor of the Report Program. The other way of getting to this program is from the Transformations itself.

Go to Extras → Display Generated Program. It directly takes us to the ABAP editor of the Report Program.

Below is the ABAP editor screen of the Report Program:
Set a break point at the code you want to debug, i.e. at your selections at start routine and at your update routine.
We can exit the screen and can debug it by running the DTP in Debugging Mode.
Select the Processing Mode Serially in the Dialog process (for Debugging) and go with simulate with Expert Mode. If you set this indicator, you can debug a DTP request in expert mode. The system does not execute the simulation request directly; you can edit the simulation request interactively before it is processed.

You can change the following properties:

- Selections
- Setting for temporary storage
- Breakpoints

We can use expert mode in the following cases:

- If the amount of data in the source is very large and the runtime of a simulation request for the entire selection would be considerable
- If you want to generate the temporary storage during request processing but do not want to change the DTP settings.
- This is useful in productive systems where you cannot change DTPs.
- If you want to test a particular record

On going with Simulate we are with the ABAP Debugger Session. Now we can go with normal debugging process.
Here we can find the entries in the SOURCE_PACKAGE and the entries fetched into the internal table IT_ZMDOIA in the start routine.
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